At all stages of career, no matter your level of teaching experience, it can be helpful to observe another instructor's class. Below is a list of instructors who welcome other instructors to observe their classes. Please contact them individually to know when and where they teach during the semester.

Once you have observed other classes, you might consider having a colleague observe your class. Educational Technology and CAFE offer a voluntary, confidential Teaching Partners Program to provide individualized feedback in specific areas you identify. Visit the CAFE website or contact phelpsja@mst.edu with questions about the Teaching Partners Program.

**Instructors Who Can Be Observed**

Diana Ahmad, Curators’ Teaching Professor, history & political science, ahmadd@mst.edu  
Beth Cudney, associate professor, engineering management & systems engineering, cudney@mst.edu  
Bill Fahrenholtz, Curators’ Professor, materials science and engineering, billf@mst.edu  
Ron Frank, associate professor, biological sciences, rfrank@mst.edu  
Larry Gragg, Chancellor’s Professor, history & political science, lgragg@mst.edu  
Amber Henslee, associate professor, psychological science, hensleea@mst.edu  
John Hogan, associate professor, geosciences & geological & petroleum engineering, jhogan@mst.edu  
Irina Ivliyeva, associate professor, arts, languages & philosophy, ivliyeva@mst.edu  
Jonathan Kimball, associate professor, electrical and computer engineering, kimballjw@mst.edu  
Mary Ann Koen, lecturer, civil, architectural and environmental engineering, koenma@mst.edu  
Merilee Krueger, associate teaching professor, psychological science, krueger@mst.edu  
Dan Lin, associate professor, computer science, lindan@mst.edu  
Doug Ludlow, professor, chemical and biochemical engineering, dludlow@mst.edu  
Christi Patton Luks, associate teaching professor, chemical and biochemical engineering, luksc@mst.edu  
Scott Miller, teaching professor, materials science and engineering, smiller@mst.edu  
Audra Merfeld-Langston, associate professor, arts, languages & philosophy, audram@mst.edu  
Kathryn Northcut, professor, English and technical communications, northcut@mst.edu  
Hank Pernicka, professor, mechanical & aerospace engineering, pernicka@mst.edu  
Dan Reardon, associate professor, English and technical communication, reardond@mst.edu  
David Riggins, Curators’ Teaching Professor, mechanical & aerospace engineering, rigginsd@mst.edu  
V.A. Samaranayake, Curators’ Teaching Professor, mathematics & statistics, vsam@mst.edu  
Joe Stanley, associate professor, electrical and computer engineering, stanleyj@mst.edu  
Theresa Swift, associate teaching professor, electrical and computer engineering, thswift@mst.edu  
Agnes Vojta, associate teaching professor, physics, vojtaa@mst.edu  
Dave Westenberg, associate professor, biological sciences, djwesten@mst.edu